CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE VIDEO

FS-2500 a “must” for new diesel engines

See for yourself how the FS-2500 oil by-pass filtration system

The FS-2500’s effectiveness at removing soot is particularly noteworthy.
Especially in light of the new emissions standards set to go into effect in October.
As you know, the technology chosen by most engine makers to meet the stricter
levels is cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). But one problematic byproduct
with cooled EGR is excess soot.

will help you generate substantial cash savings. Plus, get your
copy of third-party test results showing the FS-2500 to be highly
effective at controlling excess soot from cooled EGR.

Dear Owner-Operator,
Cut oil drain costs?
Substantially reduce – even eliminate – soot and sludge?
Lower your engine maintenance costs?
Extend the life of your engine?
Yes. Yes. Yes. And yes.

On the other hand, once you’ve installed the FS-2500 you won’t have
this problem anymore. SwRI’s test results absolutely confirm this fact. Take a
first-hand look and see for yourself. Call me for your free video today at 888440-9056 and I’ll also send you a copy of the complete SwRI test results.

Standing pat? Considering the purchase
of a late model used vehicle?
Maybe you just recently purchased a new rig. Or maybe your plan is to
hold on to the truck you’re currently driving for another year or two. Or it could
be that you’re looking to trade in your existing truck for a late-model used vehicle.

As a fleet owner or manager the FS-2500 oil by-pass filtration system
will help you do all this – and more.

Whatever your situation might be, the FS-2500 is a valuable tool you can
use to control repair and maintenance costs and reduce wear to your engine.

And best of all? Customer testimonials such as those on the outside of
this mailer – as well as many others we have on file – offer you convincing
evidence that the FS-2500 does everything I say it will do. But that’s not all.

You owe it to yourself to take a closer look at what the FS-2500 can do
for you and for your bottom line. Call me today for your free video and additional
information – including details on pricing and our incredible 125% MONEYBACK GUARANTEE.

Give me a call today at 888-440-9056 and I’ll send you a FREE video
so that you can see with your own eyes just how well the FS-2500 works. You’ll
also see the FS-2500 in action against 2 well-known competitors. (Bottom line?
We kicked major butt. Get the video and see for yourself.)

Why not pick up the phone and give me a call right now? I guarantee
you'll be making a smart decision.
Sincerely,

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) test results show
FS-2500 highly effective at removing soot.
What’s more, we can now present you with scientific proof of the
FS-2500’s effectiveness. This proof is the result of extensive testing performed
by SwRI, a leading independent research and development organization. Key
findings of these recent tests show that the FS-2500:
1. In the first three minutes of a twenty minute test removes particles 3
microns in size at an efficiency rate of 99.58%.
2. At 20 minutes removes particles 3 microns in size at an efficiency rate
of 99.63%.
3. Removes 100% of soot it comes in contact with down to 0.7 micron in size.
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When you watch the video you’ll see the FS-2500 quickly make
pitch-black, sludge-and-soot-filled oil so clean you can see through it!
What’s more, if you act quickly you can still get in on an exciting promotion
we currently have underway for new customers. Call me for your free
FS-2500 demonstration video today: 888-440-9056.

Look inside to learn why Caterpillar Corp.
recently approved the FS-2500 for purchase
by all of its dealers nationwide. Then call
your local CAT dealer and talk to the
Technical Communicator.

WWW.FS2500.COM

Filtration Solutions Worldwide
230 North Monroe, Ste. A
Olathe, KS 66061

Mr. Randy Fields
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Filtration Solutions World Wide
230 North Monroe
Olathe, Kansas 66061

Cut your oil drain costs in half - GUARANTEED!
Call today for your FREE demonstration video.

James Rawlings – Dallas, Texas – Leased to the Celadon Group

“Over the years the FS-2500 has saved me nearly $13,000.00 in oil changes and countless
hours of downtime at truck stops waiting in line for an oil change. The FS-2500 has
allowed me to drive 2 trucks over 1,750,000 miles without rods and mains or an overhaul,
now that’s pretty good performance…Call Filtration Solutions today and order a FS-2500
of your own, it’s the best investment in the trucking industry today.”

“…has saved me nearly $13,000.00 in oil changes…”

James “Red-Eye” Stewart - Merrill, WI - Leased to B&D Motors, Inc.

“…I have religiously changed my oil every 10,000 miles for 31 years, that is, until I got
my FS-2500. Now I change my oil every 60,000 miles and I couldn’t be happier. My oil
samples are absolutely perfect and my oil at 60,000 miles looks and feels like oil with
1,500 miles on it….If you want to protect the huge investment that you have in your engine,
and save thousands of dollars a year on maintenance, call Filtration Solutions today, the
FS-2500 really works.”

“…I change my oil every 60,000 miles and I couldn’t be happier.”

Owner-Operators On The Benefits Of Using The FS-2500

